PORTLAND ROSE FESTIVAL

ROZONE SCHEDULE

WELLNESS DAY
1PM-5PM

10 JUNE
1:00 PM - BLACK STAR ATHLETIC ACADEMY DEMO
1:30 PM - FLOWIN’ COMMUNITY YOGA WITH VANESSA GOMEZ
2:30 PM - RESTORATIVE WITH RACH
3:00 PM - DJ WWJP

DEADSTOCK COFFEE  ROSE + LINCOLN JUICERY  PLANT BOMB! SAUCES

11 JUNE
3:00 PM - Darksiderz
4:00 PM - ETC!ETC!
5:00 PM - Bandlez
6:00 PM - ARIUS
7:00 PM - MODESTEP (DJ SET)

GOOD IN THE HOOD COMES TO CITYFAIR

12 JUNE
12:30 PM - DJ DOC ROCK
1:30 PM - HOT TEA COLD
2:45 PM - THE CHRIS STONE BAND
4:00 PM - VERSIE JEAN
5:15 PM - NORMAN SYLVESTER